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Respected for our innovation, precision and proven performance, 
Global Marine Design has built a reputation on the delivery of Marine 
Kits®, recognised as an efficient and effective way to  
build vessels. 

WE DELIVER
• innovative and modern designed vessels 
• precise, efficient and cost effective Marine Kits 
• high performance vessels that command high resale value. 
 

GLOBAL LEADERS IN THE SUPPLY OF  
WORLD-CLASS ALUMINIUM VESSEL 
DESIGNS AND HIGH QUALITY KITSETS
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UNCOMPROMISED WORLD CLASS DESIGNS
With a history in vessel design commencing in 1986, 
Global Marine Design (GMD) has built a respected 
position as an industry leader delivering world-class 
aluminium vessel designs and high quality kitsets to 
shipyards and owners around  
the world. 
Located in Western Australia, the GMD team 
have designed and kitted an extensive portfolio of 
commercial designs, luxury and pleasure craft.  We 
have built a solid reputation for designing ‘one-
off’ vessels based on custom requirements and 
producing a range of commercially viable up-market 
vessels with high resale values, resulting in repeat 
commissions and kitset orders.

COMPANY PROFILE
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MARINE KITS® - PRE-CUT FLAT PACKS 
MAKING EXPORT VIABLE
Our Marine Kits are globally recognised  
and provide an efficient and effective way to build 
vessels.
We combine professional design knowledge with 
on-water practical experience to deliver advanced 
vessels, designed for export anywhere in the 
world. The vessels are then constructed and 
delivered in a country of choice. Export is made 
possible with the vessels’ ‘ pre-cut’ flat pack form 
resulting in efficient transport. This innovative 
concept led to the creation of Marine Kits driving 
the success of exports.
Marine Kits® is a registered trademark of Global  
Marine Design.

GLOBAL LEADER

PROVEN DESIGNS
WORLD CLASS PRECISION
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TECHNOLOGY PARTNERING PROGRAM 
Respected for our innovation, precision and proven 
performance, we deliver a range of hull designs 
through our technology partnering program. 
This innovative program connects builders with  
our technology to fast track the building of advanced 
vessels using the latest techniques  
at a minimum company capital outlay  
and infrastructure.  
The technology partnering program offers an ideal 
solution for shipyards with steel ship experience 
looking to advance into aluminium  
vessel construction.

THE WAY WE WORK
VALUES THAT DRIVE US
Our sense of excellence and integrity drive the way we 
work.  
We work hard to deliver excellence in our 
performance and in the design of our vessels.

INNOVATION
• We always strive for continuous improvement
• We have the courage to lead change and inspire 

positive ideas. 

PRECISION
• Attention to detail is what sets us apart
• We strive for excellence in everything we do.

PERFORMANCE
• We are passionate about our work and take pride 

in delivering the best outcomes
• We deliver what we promise.
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SPECIALISTS IN CUSTOM DESIGN
Our track record attests to our work. Over the past 
25 years, the GMD team of designers have delivered 
more than 150 new, innovative and commercially 
successful designs.
A supplier of proven designs, kits and complete 
vessel packages to shipyards, GMD is a one-stop 
shop backed by a deep knowledge base and strong 
shipbuilding partners. 
A SIGNIFICANT CATALOGUE OF DIVERSE AND 
PROVEN VESSELS
GMD’s primary product is our branded Marine Kits®. 
Each Kit is comprised of the hull and superstructure 
structural aluminium package, with the option of 

windows and doors to ‘lock-
up’ stage. The whole boat 
is pre-cut and flat packed 
in Complete Knocked Down 
(CKD) form for delivery 
anywhere in  
the world. 

THE GLOBAL PRODUCT BASE
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We sell flat packed kits and ensure the 
certification of the aluminium materials by 
arranging the cutting of the kits ourselves. 
Along with the quality of router cutting and 
kitset packing, we guarantee the kit’s precision, 
consistency and accuracy, providing a better 
outcome irrespective of where our vessels  
are built.

WIND FARM SERVICE VESSEL SPECIALISTS
Global Marine Design has established an 
extensive fleet of Wind Farm Support Vessel 
kits while acting as designer for WSFV builders 
Alicat Workboats. Global Marine Design have 
provided designs and aluminium vessel kits 
for over 30 WFSVs currently being operated by 
Alicat Workboats, Gardline Environmental, Dalby 
Offshore, Eon, Iceni Marine Services and Rix Sea 
Shuttle. 
Our WFSVs perform well in choppy seas 
associated with coastal operations.
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PROVEN AND TESTED 
The vessels offered as Marine Kits® packages are 
based on a range of proven designs developed 
since 1986 by the GMD in-house team. Our custom 
designs build upon the innovative and proven 
aspects of our existing designs.
The success of our hulls is a testament to our 
extensive design experience and ‘on-water’ research 
gained over more than 25 years.
Our hull structures are designed to absorb the high 
loads of continuous commercial operations, speed 
and general punishment which most vessels will 
experience in their normal lifetime of operation. The 
vessels we design will perform well in choppy seas 
associated with coastal operations, typically up to 
sea state 6. 
• Monohull hull shapes feature a moderate to deep 

vee, an excellent entry shape for soft ride and 
good tracking abilities in following seas

OUR PERFORMANCE
• Catamaran hulls are semi-asymmetrical giving 

excellent load carrying capabilities and a soft ride
• We are recognised throughout the world as being a 

prominent designer of vessels from 15-40 metres.
All Marine Kits packages include Det Norske Veritas 
(DNV) certified plates and are pre-cut and packed 
either in Australia, or by approved international 
suppliers who meet our stringent supply 
requirements.
Our Marine Kits designs
• are innovative and modern
• are precise and certified, providing  

exceptional performance
• save time and money for vessel buyers due to our 

pre-cut technology allowing the fast delivery  
of the fleet of vessels

• produce good resale value.



Integrated custom solutions for our clients
GMD’s range of services includes custom vessel 
designs and router cut Marine Kits®; 3D modelling, 
consultancy in vessel design and construction; 
engineering systems; CFD simulation; and structural 
design and simulation.
CUSTOM VESSEL DESIGNS
GMD boasts over 25 years of experience in 
designing vessels and supplying Marine Kits 
globally. Our designs range from large commercial 
vessels to smaller work vessels built to a preferred 
classifications society. Our portfolio of designs 
includes Patrol, Ferry, Work, Emergency Response, 
Dive Charter and Luxury Cruise Vessels.
CNC ROUTER CUT MARINE KITS
At GMD, we utilise precision Computer Numerically 
Controlled (CNC) router cutting techniques to 
deliver a clean, accurate and repeatable kitset. This 
translates to increased speed and efficiency for  
our builders in the assembly of our CNC router cut 
Marine Kits.

OUR SERVICES 
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Once the tabs holding the part in the kit are 
removed, the part is ready for fabrication, 
assembly or installation.  GMD Marine Kits 
perform on the workshop floor as well as on  
the water.

3D MODELLING

GMD utilises a variety of software packages 
to create dimensionally accurate 3D models of 
vessels even before they are built. The software 
is used to make direct measurements, calculate 
areas and volumes and perform a full array of 
design calculations. This precision is what sets  
us apart and translates to high performance 
Marine Kits.
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TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY IN VESSEL 
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

GMD provides world-class designs and vessels 
supported by comprehensive operational experience.
Qualified engineers from the marine industry, we 
leverage our 25+ years of experience in vessel design 
and construction consultation in the global market to 
provide expert advice to vessel owners.

FULLY DETAILED 3D ENGINEERING SYSTEMS

Our services include the 
provision of complete 
engineering systems design 
and documentation to required 
survey codes.   
We creatively drive advanced 
3D software to achieve 
optimum space utilisation, 

which in turn minimises clashing of services and 
reduces fit-out time.
By integrating vessel engineering with kitset 
structure, we can deliver weight savings, reduced 
build time, superior finish and vessel performance.

COMPUTATIONAL FLUID  
DYNAMICS SIMULATION

GMD can investigate 
vessel sea keeping, 
wake profile or flow 
around hull fittings 
using advanced 
Computation Fluid  
Dynamics (CFD).

CFD is invaluable for troubleshooting, vessel 
modifications and theoretical proving both for 
vessels in the design phases and also for those 
existing vessels, whereby we can conduct the CFD 
analysis without the vessel needing to leave  
the water.

RESPONSIVE

CLIENT FOCUSED
RELIABLE

Bhagwan Marine 30m ”Laurie J” Wave 
Profile Analysis

19m Air Rider V12 Man  
Engine Installation



STRUCTURAL DESIGN, CERTIFICATION AND 
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS (FEA)
Complete design, analysis and certification packages 
for marine structures are available.
They include:
• hull structure
• crane bases
• A-frames
• lifting lugs
• container lockdown points
• bollard/cyclone moorings
• lifting frames.
GMD has a range of analysis software which allows 
the best results to be achieved by selecting the FEA 
suite that is most suited to the application  
in question.
FEA is becoming increasingly necessary to verify 
designs for many survey classes and oil and  
gas contracts. 
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GMD offers a depth of experience in the structural 
design of lifting equipment and the ability to 
deliver fully engineered, documented, kitsets that 
are ready to build.

”Global Supplier” Catamaran Towing 
Bollard Analysis

Alicat UK Wind Farm Service Vessel Resilient 
Wheelhouse Sub-Structure Analysis
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TESTED AND
TRUSTED DESIGNS

”BROWSE ENTERPRISE” ALUMINIUM 
A-FRAME DURING TESTING

”BROWSE ENTERPRISE” ALUMINIUM 
A-FRAME DESIGN, ANALYSIS AND KITSET

A-FRAME
FINITE 
ELEMENT
ANALYSIS
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AIR RIDER® ALUMINIUM LIFTING FRAME AND KITSET SUPPLY FOR OCEANIC OFFSHORE



AIR RIDER® ALUMINIUM LIFTING FRAME AND KITSET SUPPLY FOR OCEANIC OFFSHORE
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SAMSON EXPRESS OFFSHORE WINCH BASE ANALYSIS AND KITSET

SAMSON EXPRESS OFFSHORE CRANE BASE ANALYSIS AND KITSET
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”WIND FORCE 1” – MK 
06092

• 21 metre, heavy duty work 
catamaran

• A pair of Caterpillar C32 engines 
rated 1115 hp to drive this 
machine to 25 knots

• Crew transfers, cargo, Wind Farm 
operation.

EXAMPLES OF OUR VESSELS
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WORKBOAT

”SOLWAY CHALLENGER” – 
19M WFSV – MK 12093
• A highly successful GMD vessel 

built by Alicat Workboats in the 
UK  

• Speed at 29.5 knots, with 
excellent sea keeping qualities

• This design has set high 
standards in the Wind Farm 
Service Vessel (WFSV) industry.

”ELEMENT” – MK 12031
• 21 metre, sheer working power
• 2 x 1200 hp MTV driving Kamewa 

Waterjets
• 46 passengers plus 6 crew
• 32 knots.

WORKBOAT WORKBOAT
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PATROL VESSEL
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”LAURI-J” – MK 07021
• 30 metre offshore work 

catamaran with a fuel capacity 
of 35,000 litres 

• Cargo capacity of up to 60 
tonnes

• 18 knots continuous speed.

WORKBOAT PASSENGER VESSEL

”SEA FLYTE” – MK 95051
• 35.4 metre
• 260 passenger monohull
• 27.5 knots
• Twin Caterpillar diesel engines
• Owner: Rottnest Fast Ferries.

”PHAYUN” - MK 14111
• 26 metre 
• Marine Park Patrol
• 27 knot sprint
• 12 crew and 24 pax
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”EN-RYBO” - MK 96032
• 18.4 metre Rock Lobster fishing
• Twin 660 HP, 25 knots
• 124 pots on deck

• 180 coffin baskets in tanks

FISHING BOAT

”ARISTOCAT II” – MK 98023
• 17 metre charter sailing 

catamaran
• Live aboard diving
• 50 passengers
• Underwater viewing 

compartments.

”AQUA JADE” – MK 09041
• 16 metre Rock Lobster fishing
• Single 900 HP, 27 knots
• 300kg live lobster in tank

FISHING BOAT DIVE CHARTER BOAT



UNIQUE AND INNOVATIVE IN DESIGN
After extensive research into Tri-Hulls and Cathedral Hulls, both of which have been  
in existence for many years, GMD developed the lines for what is now registered as  
the Air Rider.
THE AIR RIDER’S  ABILITY TO SAFELY FOLLOW AND QUARTER SEAS AS WELL AS 
ITS INCREDIBLE ABILITY TO CARRY LOAD WHILST MAINTAINING SPEED, SETS THE 
BENCHMARK FOR DESIGN.
The finely tuned hull shape has a well established reputation in several fields including patrol,  
sea search and rescue and commercial fishery.
What sets the Air Rider apart are the unique, two full length outer hull tunnels, which entrap air, 
causing aerated water to lubricate the hull tunnels. This effect gives a softer ride and safer handling 
in ALL sea conditions. 
The Air Rider is the most dynamically stable hull shape that GMD has developed over the  
past 15 years. 
• The hull self corrects when running in following seas 
• Air Rider  hulls feel more stable at rest than an equivalent size  

monohull, making for a safer work platform.
Our Largest Air Rider to date is our 38 knot 19m Patrol vessel.
Our Fastest Air Rider to date is our 17m 54 knot ”Millenium Falcon”.
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AIR RIDER® 

Air Rider® is a registered trademark of GMD.



WHAT DOES OUR MARINE KITS PACKAGE INCLUDE?
The entire hull and superstructure includes but is not limited to: 
• transverse frames and bulkheads with riders and stiffeners
• longitudinal stringers, pre-cut where they are curved in the forward section of the hull and supplied  

as extrusions in the aft end where they are straight
• keel, skeg, foil keel or keelson if applicable
• longitudinal girders in hull bottom and deck
• panting girders and breast hook plates on larger vessels
• engine girders and beds if inboard engine, transom knees and supports if outboard engine
• entire shell plating for bottom, sides and deck
• vessel spray rails (developed plate components on larger vessel and special extrusion on smaller vessels)
• above deck bulwark framing and capping, air vents where applicable
• anchor well/chain locker, more commonly supplied by the builder as welded polyethylene plastic, for ZERO 

corrosion and low noise from chain rattle
• the entire superstructure shell and internal components
• navigation mast material 
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MARINE KITS® 
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• gunwale/fender pipe when rubber is not required
• all hand grab rails
• stern tubes (when shaft drive) 
• rudder tubes (when rudder steering) 
• materials for bollards including the insert base plate
• gussets for all watertight bulkhead longitudinal terminations
• tripping brackets for frame/ stringer intersections
• frame chine and knuckle brackets as required
• draft mark numbers and load line symbol when required by class
• recessed anode box components
• stairs, treads, styles
• material for all ladders
• walkway mesh for tank and machinery rooms
• bow/transom and side fendering structure (if agreed upon during quotation)
• crane, A-frame, winch inserts and bases (if agreed upon during quotation)
• vessel lifting lugs and inserts (if agreed upon during quotation).



We have 70 components on our design system kitset checklist and 53 items on our kitset extrusions 
checklist. For every vessel that we produce in kitset form, we cross check all components to ensure that  
you have a comprehensive package.
Where available we also supply a CD of photos of the same or similar hull from start to finish so that  
you have your ‘virtual builder’ at your side during construction.
Please note that we supply a materials list for all items in the package, complete with our designer’s material 
take-off. To note, on average, we supply 20% more than is required from our extrusion take-offs. For in excess 
of five years, since introducing this system, we have not had a single claim for  
extra material.

DRAWING PACKAGES
• All Marine Kits® are supplied with a comprehensive set of drawings and building support information
• The builder is supplied with large sized drawing sets for the workshop 
• The owner is supplied with a bound set of the vessel drawings.
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HOW IS OUR KIT SUPPLIED?
• The entire plate portion of the kit is ROUTER cut in what we refer to as ‘stitch or tab cut’. This means  

that all of the components are tab cut into the existing sheet and remain in that sheet, except for a few small ‘tabs’. 
This translates to easier handling for the builder, making it easier to check parts against master drawings

• The ‘waste’ or cut-off portions are included in the material supplied. This can be useful for odd components. On 
average, a nested kitset  results in approximately 75% material utilisation despite  
best technologies

• The plates are stacked on a timber pallet, with a paper sheet separating all sheets. The extrusions are plastic wrapped 
and bundled on the top of the ‘skid’ package

• The overall size is typically 9.0m x 2.2m x 0.4m high per pallet with a nominal weight of two tonnes per pallet, for 
handling reasons

• When shipped in a 40’ shipping container, with aluminum alone, we can typically fit 22 tonnes
• We specify an OPEN TOP 40’ container which makes unloading easier because we put rope ‘mouse wires’ under each 

pallet in the container, allowing the crane operator to feed the lifting straps under  
each panel.
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Windows and Doors Option
When you order the windows and doors option, the following is supplied:
• direct glazed (Stick-on) Toughened Safety Glass (TSG) windows
• the windows have oven baked black ceramic edge strips of nominally 50mm that shield the UV rays from 

the Sikaflex that is used to glue the windows in place.
• all the Sikaflex glues to fix the windows plus black silicone sealant that is used around the edge as a final UV 

resistant and waterproof seal
• the clear silicone ‘bump-ons’ that are small self-adhesive domes that provide a limit stop when pulling  

the windows into position and to prevent the glues simply squeezing out
• the commercial duty pump gun to take the ‘sausage’ glue packs
• the self-adhesive Foam Tape that is used to provide an inner barrier so that the glues do not squeeze  

into the visible interior spaces inside the vessel.
We can also supply direct glazed SLIDING WINDOWS, whereby the aluminium frame is glued directly to the 
vessel’s structure. This system has been approved by the international survey authority DNV and is used on  
all of our commercial vessels.
Doors range from framed swing style, to sliders in either half or full glass, through to lightweight toilet doors 
with frosted glass.
In summary, if you assemble one of our kitsets and add the windows and doors pack, you have what is 
referred to in the industry as a ‘stage one’ lockup vessel. That means you have the entire shell with windows 
and doors fitted, all locked up.



”The most efficient, professional and creative boat designer we have worked with in over  
20 years of aluminium vessel construction.” 
Mike Westerberg - Westerberg Marine, Western Australia
”Having used the design team at Global Marine Design exclusively since 1996, my own 
company Fine Entry Marine, has grown to be a well-respected aluminium boat builder across 
Australia. We are strong supporters of the innovative designs and  
Marine Kits packages.”  
Tim Browne - Managing Director, Fine Entry Marine, Western Australia
”B.P. Marine Engineer has constructed many aluminium vessels supplied by GMD as Marine 
Kits packages since 1999, all for operation in Thailand. We find these designs and packages 
the best we have ever dealt with in the marine industry. In support of the Global Marine Design 
product, my company sent a team of skilled MKAT workers to Malaysia to work in conjunction 
with GMD on a joint venture to construct a fleet of 6 by 14 metre aluminium catamaran 
vessels.”  
Bopit Boonkokua - Director, Thai Alloy Boats, Thailand
”As a retired director of Boat Torque Cruises, our company has dealt with the Global 
Marine Design team since 1993, having built five of their designs for passenger ferries, the 
”Underwater Explorer” and a dive charter vessel. In recent years, my own company SeaFast 
Marine Services, has worked in conjunction with this very reputable company and supports its 
growth into the overseas market.” 
Ian Steenbhom - Managing Director, Master Seaman, Fremantle, Western Australia

5/43 Burlington Street, Naval Base, Western Australia 6165
T: +61 (0)8 9437 1319   F: +61 (0)8 9437 2030
globalmarinedesign.com EST 1986
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